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Why is progress in environmental protection slow and faltering?
Is it because we misunderstand our place in nature? This book argues that it is the normative implications of Darwinism and their
powerful grip on collective social consciousness that are partly
responsible for the tardiness.
For all its positive explanatory power and undoubted veracity, the
normative implications of Darwinist thinking for our environmental predicament are stark: If we are children of Mother Nature
equipped by her with a human nature, the responsibility for the
deterioration of nature is partly Hers. This book takes a different
standpoint. We are indeed children of Nature, but not primarily
of the green nature or animal world but of the nature of language. We can understand how through the philosophy of Ludwig
Wittgenstein, who states that “Language is a graft on instinctive
behavior.” In our instinctive use of words we are parts of nature in
a way resembling mice, frogs and giraffes. We are not as free as we
think when we talk about our “free will”, because language uses us
when we use it, hence our double roles as victims and instigators.
The main thesis of this book is that rather than merely possessing
language, we are language. If accepted, this realization may point
the way to a more optimistic future for environmental protection
and lay the foundations for a new analytical perspective on modern social behavior.
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